
The rock group Destiny Returns continues their  riumphant comeback with their latest nostalgic rock EP release ‘Here 
And Now’. The two track EP features uplifting and energized guitar melodies, driving drumlines, and anthemic-like 
vocal performances. Undoubtedly, ‘Here and Now’ has all the elements to resonate with listeners. The �rst, and 
self-entitled single ‘Here And Now’ features a contemporary, melodic, and positive take on current life during unfamil-
iar times. The single delivers an anthemic inspirational point of view which may cause the listener to draw a compari-
son with the music from the �lm Rocky . The bassline and the electric guitar drive the single creating a perfect �t for 
the vocal. The second single ‘Ghosts Of My Past’ delivers asoothing and catchy melody while slowly introducing the 
vibrant electric guitar. The song talks about those decisions made in the past and their rami�cations and consequenc-
es for the future. Both singles in the EP ‘Here And Now’ contain that warm familiarity so reminiscent of the music from 
the 70s and 80s. Undoubtedly, Destiny Return’s EP will leave an impact on any rock music a�cionado.

Despite sharing di�erent interests 
and pastimes, we are inspired by our 
individual experiences, which leads 
us to work unsel�shly in a creative 
setting. We take turns writing songs, 
so we are equally invested, and each 
song is a re�ection of our combined 
thought and life experience.  

 Our music blends rock with 
keyboard electronics to create a 
unique sound. Our lyrics are person-
al and inspired by our life experienc-
es.  We’ve written about the excite-
ment of travel, love, personal 
growth and positive thought. 

DESTINY RETURNS

 Destiny Returns                                             is a music collab-
oration featuring                                 Jim Gorski and Neil 
Smith who   started out practicing in Neil's parents’ 
garage in 1976. They spent many long days  and 
nights writing, playing, and performing in all the 
local Los Angeles Night Clubs  before calling it quits 
in 1985. They came back together in 2017 to 
regroup and  produce their �rst album "Pieces to 
the Puzzle". Since then have re-recorded old  songs, 
as well as written many new ones to round out their 
musical growth. Destiny  Returns currently has 10 
separate releases to date and their 11th release, an 
EP entitled  "Here and Now" will be available in 
stores on June 28th.     

"Our group is cemented together through our love 
of music and our passion to share  ourselves and 
our creativity. We hope you enjoy our sound as 
much as we enjoyed  making it"   
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Let us share our musical passion!

www.Destinyreturns.com

/DestinyReturns

/DestinyReturns

/artist/7JR3ESeSnAuLp7wgqLPaWp

/destinyreturns

/us/artist/destiny-returns/1370245434

/watch?v=DVqerXARD4E

www.facebook.com/DestinyReturns

www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVqerXARD4E

www.twitter.com/DestinyReturns


